
Satellite Data Helps Track  
the South China Sea Territorial Dispute

Territorial disputes in the South China Sea involve both island and 
maritime claims among several states in the region, namely Brunei, 
China, Taiwan, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam. The interests 
of the different nations include acquiring fishing areas, the potential 
exploitation of suspected crude oil and natural gas as well as the 
strategic control of important shipping lanes. China, Taiwan, Malaysia 
and Vietnam have undertaken land reclamation activities to expand 
their territory in the South China Sea region. Land reclamation 
provides a less contentious method of increasing presence and 
provides for a host of new options including the ability to base 
combat aircraft in the region.

The Spratly Islands are claimed by Brunei, China, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam. Being the only claimant not to 

occupy an island with an airfield 
in this area, China initiated works 
to create an island at least 
3,000m long on Fiery Cross 
Reef. This land reclamation is the 
fourth such project undertaken 
by China in the Spratly Islands in 
the last 12-18 months and by far 
the largest in scope. The work 
at Fiery Cross thus brings parity 
for China but has caused 
concerns among the other 
claimants.
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IHS, the leading global source of defence and 
security information, has partnered with Airbus 
Defence and Space to leverage newly acquired 
satellite imagery for open source intelligence.
Using information about site locations disclosed 
by Asian media combined with additional 
information from satellite imagery and AIS 
(Automatic Identification System) tracking data, 
IHS identified the potential reclamation areas, 
which it has monitored with imagery provided 

by Airbus Defence and Space since August 2014.
Airbus Defence and Space tasked the high-
resolution Pléiades satellite to acquire 50cm 
imagery of the identified sites at regular intervals. 
The imagery confirms that China is building new 
islands on seven of the 10 features it controls in 
the Spratlys. 
Fiery Cross Reef and Subi Reef represent the 
most ambitious projects and quick progress is  
made on the various building programmes on 

these sites. The satellite images reveal a wide 
range of activities with dredgers creating new 
land by cutting away at the reef and the seabed 
as well as construction activities installing 
retaining walls and varying facilities e.g. (helipads, 
cement plants). On Fiery Cross Reef, the 
construction of a 3,000m long runway and a 
harbour large enough to receive tankers and 
major surface combatants is clearly advancing.
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Benefits
•  Analysis of Airbus Defence and Space imagery 

by IHS experts provides for greater clarity on 
the progress of land reclamation and 
construction of runways and harbour facilities 
in the South China Sea.

•  Rapid acquisition and delivery of the imagery 
support the distribution of reliable and up-to-
date news, insight and analysis in near real-
time in potential conflict areas.

 

•  Regular monitoring of the area supports a 
better understanding of the various claimant’s 
interests and strategies and enables informed 
decision making. 

Challenge Continuous monitoring of remote areas to get up-to-date 
and precise information about activities and developments - from small 
to large scale.

Solution & Results Regular tasking and delivery of high-resolution 
Pléiades imagery provides for the ideal data source for detailed analysis 
and monitoring.

Benefits Rapid site access and provision of high-resolution satellite 
data provides crucial and timely insights for informed decision making.

Airbus Defence and Space imagery shows ongoing construction at Fiery Cross Reef in the South China Sea. The runway, approximately  
3,000 metres long, will be able to handle all Chinese military aircraft when completed. (CNES 2015, Distribution Airbus DS / IHS)
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Organisation Involved

IHS is the leading source of information and 
insight in critical areas that shape today’s 
business landscape. IHS provides 
knowledge, context and clarity to decision 
makers across a host of global industries 
- including energy, automotive, chemical, 
aerospace & defence, maritime, technology, 
financial and more.


